Snowmobile Safari
in the Nature

Program description
Experience a thrilling, unforgettable trip riding a Our snowmobiles are the newest model of Lynx
snowmobile. This is probably the best way to enjoy the Adventurer ACE snowmobiles, modern, silent, ecologic
beautiful nature of Lapland that surrounds Rovaniemi. and very easy to drive. Solo driving is an option.
After the briefing, we ride behind our guide on snowy
hillsides and in forests crossing frozen rivers and
swamps. See a plenty of nature during this half day trip
into the wilds!

Transfers from your hotel to the starting point and back,
all equipment, winter clothes and boots and are
included. Warm beverages and snacks are offered during
the safari.

GUEST NEEDS: Drivers need driving license like B, C, T or
You may drive or sit as a passenger as the snowmobiles
A1. Passengers are also welcome.
are equipped with a passenger seat, too. This safari is
suitable for all people who want to experience the The first snowmobile was created during the 20th
century. With the shape of a sledge, it was intended for
nature and modern snowmobiles. Recommended.
work to drive over snow and icy roads where other
For driving on public tracks you need an international vehicles were not able to go. Stronger and faster it
driving license and right hand traffic regulations are quickly replaced the sled dogs as a modern mode of
valid on public tracks. It is possible to drive on transport. Nowadays, snowmobiles are mostly used for
recreation.
waterways and private areas without driving license.
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DETAILS
Length: 3-4 hours, driving time 2 hours
Hours: 10.00 – 13.30 and 14.00 – 17.30
District: Rovaniemi
Destination: Rovaniemi
Payment methods: Invoicing, credit cards, voucher (cash)
Suitable for: Adults, young people, couples, families, senior citizens, singles, children
Language: English
Optional languages: Finnish, German, French, Spanish…
Price includes: Transportation, adventure gear, guidance services, snacks mentioned,
organizer’s liability insurance, safari desk support
Physical classification: Normal

Top rating in TripAdvisor!
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